
Unseen unclean.
I damn the lie

You kept tryin’ to avoid
You tried hard to be strong
And I know you did good

I know that you know
The promise you chose now

Won’t be kept
The sun that you touch

IS NOT your own

And I know that you know
It’s lended to you.........

Traded for the price of your sanity
You can’t dance on the edge of a knife

And expect not to fall, not to bleed, not to get scarred
I get scared for I feel helpless

Unable to get closer than you’d let me

How can I tell you
“I miss you”

When you’re missing yourself ?!?

I feel tiny & useless & misunderstood
Just like you in your darkest mood

If you fear MissUnderstanding
I don’t comprehend, why you opened the door to your life for her

I know you knew that the spark she carries
Puts out the shining light you keep inside

And leaves you burnt out

H stands for Hollow
H stands for Hell
A selfish goddess

Because I fear you mistook the sweet smile of sin
For ego-strenght, not the deadly grin of a heroine

The fake hero, a deceptive hope
And I thought you would know better than this

I wish I can show you another way discontent to dismiss

How can I tell you
“I miss you”

When you’re missing yourself ?!?

You’re taking a chance-flight
On a burning plane

Tryin’ to get to heaven
With a needle in your vein
All the dreams that we had
Are neglectingly isolated

Within memories,
Not 1 per cent as far and insane

The low of the high
Is deep like a grave

I’m in fear you won’t tell I’m a friend
With that junk-pistol in your hand

A shot in your arm
Is like a shot to your head

And you walk off dead to the world
Skinny, pale, purple-bruised

The image of ego-god on your mind
And a devil’s tool in your vein

How can I tell you
“I miss you”

When you’re missing yourself ?!?

And I don’t want to lose you
And I know you’re afraid
Afraid of what might be
Afraid of the need to lie

To lie to me, to your Mom
And brainfuck yourself

For you wanted to flee from lies
When you chose to fly towards your future’s demise

I damn the lie
You tried to avoid

And I thought you’d know better than this
I wish I can show you another way discontent to dismiss
As if there wasn’t enough sickness around us these days

I don’t want to lose you
And I know you’re afraid

But how can I tell you
“I miss you”

When you’re on the edge of missing yourself.......
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